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Figure 2: Error ratio curves. Our kernel fusion methods lead to kernel estimation results with significantly higher success rate compared to each individual method.

The problem is challenging in that the fusion process needs to capture the
complex relation among individual estimations, as well as how they relate to
the underlying true blur kernel. Classical fusion methods such as (weighted)
averaging cannot lead to good fusion results. Therefore, we develop datadriven approaches to kernel fusion that learns how individual kernels contribute to the final fusion result and how they interact with each other.
In this paper, we develop data-driven approaches which can effectively
learn the good kernel fusion models from training data. After examining
various kernel fusion models, we find that kernel fusion using Gaussian
Conditional Random Fields (GCRF) performs best. This GCRF-based kernel fusion method not only models how individual kernels are fused at each
kernel element but also the interaction of kernel fusions among multiple elements. Our experiments show that our method can significantly improve
image deblurring by combining kernels from multiple methods into a better
one (Figure 2).
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